Abstract. The currently used "kinetic-fractionation" (KF) model of the differential incorporation of water-molecule isotopologues into vapor-grown ice omits surface processes on crystal facets that may be important in temperature reconstructions. This article introduces the "surface-kinetic" fractionation model, a model that includes such surface processes, and shows that differences in deposition coefficients for water isotopologues can produce isotopic fractionation coefficients that significantly differ from those of KF theory. For example, if the deposition coefficient of H 18 2 O differs by just 5 % from that of ordinary water (H 16 2 O), the resulting fractionation coefficient at 20 % supersaturation may deviate from the KF value by up to about ±17 ‰, and even more at greater supersaturation. As a result, the surface-kinetic theory may significantly change how fractionation depends on supersaturation. Moreover, the model introduces possible new temperature dependencies from the deposition coefficients. These parameters need to be constrained by new laboratory measurements.
Introduction
Ever since the late 1950s, the fractionation of isotopes during the vapor deposition of ice has been used to make temperature reconstructions from ice cores (see e.g., Langway Jr., 2008) . Reconstructions are possible because surveys in polar regions have found empirical relations between the isotopic content in surface snow and the mean surface temperature of the region. With such a relation, the measured isotopic content from ancient ice in cores extracted from the same region can be used to estimate trends in past surface temperatures (e.g., Dansgaard et al., 1969) . Fundamentally, however, the Correspondence to: J. Nelson (jontne@gmail.com) causal relation between surface temperature and surface isotopic content is complex (see e.g., Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008; Sturm et al., 2010) , as it depends on the isotopic content of the oceanic vapor source, the path of the prevailing weather system, and the conditions along this path that produce fractionation to precipitating crystals. As these factors likely change during climate changes, the goal of improving temperature reconstructions from ice cores involves gaining a better understanding of the relevant processes. Here the aim is to better understand how isotopic fractionation during vapor growth to precipitating ice crystals depends on temperature and supersaturation.
The earliest fractionation theory, equilibrium fractionation, depended only on temperature. In this theory, the isotopologue sublimates from the crystal at a slower (temperature-dependent) rate than ordinary water, enriching the crystal in the heavy isotope. But in 1984, Jouzel and Merlivat, hereafter "JM", showed that this theory disagrees with the measured isotope content in surface-snow in Antarctica. By recognizing that growth was, by definition, nonequilibrium, they replaced the equilibrium fractionation coefficient with a supersaturation-dependent, nonequilibrium kineticfractionation (KF) coefficient. Then, by selecting the right cloud-supersaturation-temperature relation, their KF model could fit the surface-snow data.
But the KF coefficient ignores surface processes that are crucial to the growth of facetted crystals. And facetted crystals are common. Precipitating crystals in polar regions (e.g., Lawson et al., 2006) , crystals in many cirrus and other high clouds, as well as surface hoar often consist of mainly facetted forms. Moreover, surface processes are crucial to the "surface-kinetic" model of isotopic fractionation for calcite growth from aqueous solution (DePaolo, 2011) . If we include surface processes for facetted ice growth from the vapor, how much might the fractionation coefficient change? And could this change affect temperature reconstructions? This paper develops the surface-kinetic theory of isotopic fractionation for ice growth from the vapor. Due to the influence of surface processes, the fractionation coefficient 18 α for isotope 18 O differs from the KF prediction by an amount that may be as large as ±17 ‰. As described in Sect. 5, this difference could change the inferred cloud supersaturation by 20 % or more, which could have a significant effect on temperature reconstructions. Thus, new experiments on 18 α and D α (for deuterium) for facetted ice crystals are greatly needed.
Background

Facetted growth implies regulation by surface processes
The surface of growing atmospheric ice crystals often consists of crystalline facets, sometimes wholly so, which indicates a reduction of growth rate from surface processes (Nelson and Baker, 1996) . Briefly, the vapor density adjacent to a flat surface on a small particle cannot be uniform (Frank, 1982) , and the nonuniformity would produce nonuniform growth unless surface processes produce a compensating nonuniformity in the molecular rejection rate. Moreover, without such surface processes, an initially spherical frozen droplet would remain spherical as the crystal grew until being perturbed by a sufficiently large temperature or vapor-density non-uniformity, after which rounded protrusions would develop (as occurs in melt-grown ice). What we instead observe is that initially spherical frozen droplets develop facets and then grow into a great variety of facetted shapes. Thus, the existence of facets, however small, indicates the controlling influence of surface processes. And if these processes affect the incorporation of ordinary water into ice, they are likely to also affect the incorporation of water isotopologues.
That is, surface processes should affect isotopic fractionation.
Crystal growth with vapor and surface impedances
The net vapor flux F (# m −2 s −1 ) of ordinary water molecules to an ice surface is (e.g., Nelson and Baker, 1996) 
where v is the mean vapor-molecule speed, N S is the vapor number density at the surface (molecules m −3 ), N EQ is the equilibrium vapor number density (a function of the surface temperature T S ), σ S is the surface supersaturation, and β(σ S , T S ) is the deposition coefficient function, a measure of the probability that an incident molecule to the surface reaches and attaches to a growth site on a surface step. In general, β is nearly 0 at the lowest σ S because few steps are generated, but rises to nearly 1 (assuming an efficient attachment process) as step generation increases at high σ S . The exact dependence on σ S and T S will depend on whether the crystal face is basal, prism, or some other orientation. Through Sect. 3, we assume all faces are identical and thus described by just one β-function. Then we consider more realistic crystals with two face types. But as the surface conditions are unknown, we must write σ S and T S in terms of the far-field (environmental) conditions σ ∞ and T . The surface supersaturation lies below the far-field value σ ∞ ≡ (N ∞ − N EQ )/N EQ , where N ∞ is the far-field vapor density, by an amount that depends on how the surface and surroundings impede growth. Specifically,
where Z, a dimensionless number, is the total impedance to growth discussed below (Kuroda, 1984; Yokoyama and Kuroda, 1990; Nelson and Baker, 1996) . Here and elsewhere, the same relations also hold for each isotopologue, whether HDO (i.e., HD 16 O) or H 18 2 O, except with different values of the quantities F , v, N S , N EQ , β, N ∞ , and Z. These quantities thus have superscript "i", which stands for either "D", for HDO or "18", for H 18 2 O. We now turn to Z. The total impedance equals the sum of Z V , the vapor diffusion impedance, Z H , the thermal impedance, and Z S , the surface impedance. The vapor diffusion impedance arises from the vapor diffusing through air to the crystal surface (growth is faster without air) and increases in proportion to the crystal size times v/D (see Eq. A1, Appendix A). Larger crystals are surrounded by larger vapor-depleted regions and thus have greater impedance. As an example, at sea-level pressure, a spherical crystal starting at 1-µm radius and ending at 500 µm would have a Z V value increasing from 7.5 to 3700. At lower pressures, Z V decreases in proportion to the pressure decrease. The thermal impedance arises from the temperature rise of the crystal, the temperature at which the latent heating balances thermal diffusion to the surrounding air. Its magnitude decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature (in proportion to N EQ ) and is less than Z V below about −5 • C (Nelson and Baker, 1996) . So to simplify the expressions, we drop Z H (though it can easily be added to Z V ) and assume T S = T .
The surface impedance equals the inverse of the deposition coefficient:
(for brevity, we often drop the dependence on σ S and T ). This impedance results from an increase in surface-mobile molecules that desorb from the surface. The number of such molecules per area of surface exceeds the equilibrium value because the supersaturated vapor produces a greater-thanequilibrium flux of molecules to the surface and some of the excess molecules do not reach (and incorporate into) a strong-binding site on a surface step. That is, a molecule may fail to reach a step, or having reached a step, fail to bind to the step. For surface processes to control growth, the fraction of the incident molecules that reach a step should be significantly below unity, meaning that the average step spacing likely far exceeds the distance such a water molecule migrates before desorbing.
Basic theory of surface-kinetic fractionation
Under constant conditions, the ratio χ of the number of isotopologue molecules to H 2 O molecules in the crystal equals the ratio of their respective net vapor fluxes to the surface. From Eqs. (1) and (2), this ratio equals
where z ≡ Z S /Z V and i d ≡ D/ i D, the ratio of the vapor diffusion constants. (In general, χ will vary during growth as conditions change.) But, by definition of the equilibrium fractionation coefficient i α S (JM, Eq. 7), the corresponding isotopic number ratio in the vapor differs from that in the solid by the equilibrium fractionation ratio for ice:
(Formulas in Jouzel (1986) for i α S are ln 18 α S = 11.839/T − 28.224 × 10 −3 and ln D α S = 16 288/T 2 − 9.34 × 10 −2 , which are from the original experiments of Majoube (1970) and Merlivat and Nief, 1967) . We define the nonequilibrium fractionation coefficient i α like that in Eq. (5) except with the far-field, non-equilibrium, vapor density:
Using Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) to eliminate i N EQ , i N ∞ , and i χ, one gets
which is our fundamental result. Hereafter, to reduce the amount of notation, the superscript "i" will be removed unless needed (e.g., to distinguish z from i z and β from i β) or if a result pertains only to one isotopologue. Three limits of Eq. (7) stand out: the equilibrium limit, the KF limit, and the surface-kinetic limit. (Regimes 1-3 in DePaolo's (2011) terminology.) In the first, α → α S when σ ∞ → 0. In the KF limit, the surface impedances vanish (z, i z → 0) giving
which shows that KF fractionation occurs whenever d = 1/α S . Equation (8) agrees with JM's result, though they wrote the equivalent expression as α K · α S . (Fisher (1991) does a more detailed analysis of the temperature difference between crystal and air, but the result is nearly indistinguishable from the KF result.) Finally, in the surface-kinetic limit (z, i z 1), writing x ≡ β/ i β and y ≡ v/ i v
showing that surface fractionation occurs when x = 1/yα S and the results should deviate from the KF case when x = d/y. Values of these quantities are in Table 1 . Thus, fractionation depends on four factors: α S , d, y, and x. Physically, α S arises from different isotopic rates of desorption of an equilibrium distribution of water species on the ice surface. But under supersaturated conditions, vapor flows to the ice surface, producing additional fractionation due to different isotopic rates of vapor diffusion (d), molecular impingement to the surface (y), and desorption from the surface (x). The isotopic desorption rates change because the surface has a greater-than-equilibrium concentration of mobile water species; the species with a lower deposition coefficient will have a greater increase in mobile molecules on the surface, and thus a corresponding increase in desorption rate. Finally, of these factors, the first three are nearly unity (Table 1) and independent of supersaturation. However, x may vary with supersaturation and temperature, but is presently unknown. Here, we assume a range of 0.8 ≤ x ≤ 1.2 as described in Appendix B.
For surface-kinetic fractionation to be significant, the surface impedance must roughly equal or exceed the vapor impedance. To determine the surface impedance, we must estimate β, which depends on σ S and T . We can approximate various functional forms using two parameters σ 1 and n as
where n > 0 and σ 1 is a characteristic supersaturation that depends on temperature and surface properties of the crystal facet. (We do not use an analogous equation for i β because Eq. (10) reflects the generation of growth steps, which is controlled by ordinary water, the dominant molecular species. For i β, we assume a fixed x as discussed in Appendix B.) Equation (10) is a simplification of that introduced in Nelson and Baker (1996) , but shows the same basic features; n = 1 describes growth via a single screw-dislocation when the airpressure is low, and large n describes growth by layer nucleation. For example, in a study of critical supersaturations for layer-nucleation growth, σ 1 varied between 0.0015 and 0.025 for the basal face as the temperature decreased between −1 and −16 • C (Nelson and Knight, 1998) . The value may be higher at lower temperatures. (Nelson and Baker (1996) included a second factor in Eq. (10), but its omission has negligible effect in atmospherically relevant calculations.) For a (8) and (9). Merlivat (1978) . Newer values are 1.032 and 1.016 (Cappa et al., 2003) .
specific set of conditions, the values of β and σ S are determined by combining Eq. (10) with Eqs. (2) and (3). When n equals 1 or 2, one can solve for β analytically and deduce σ S , but cases with larger n (e.g., layer-nucleated steps) requires a numerical method. Numerical results are described in Appendix C and used in the calculation of z for Fig. 1 . We now show the results. Of the two variable factors that affect α, the surface impedance ratio z can vary the most. As shown in Fig. 1 , z decreases with increasing crystal size (because Z V increases), and by comparing curves, note that z also decreases when σ ∞ increases (with σ 1 fixed). Conversely, z increases with an increase in either σ 1 or n (because Z S increases). z also increases with elevation due to the air-pressure dependence of the diffusion constant.
Large z values produce α values that deviate from the KF prediction. For example, at relatively high surface impedance, as in the upper "beaded" curve in Fig. 2 (z > 3 over the entire supersaturation range), the fractionation lies above the KF value because x = 0.95, which is less than d = 1.03. But, as x is not below 1/α S , the fractionation does not exceed the equilibrium value, instead lying roughly halfway between the KF and equilibrium values. In general, when x < 1, the deposition coefficient of the isotopologue exceeds that of regular water, making the ice richer in isotope by an amount that depends on z. Similarly, when x > d, the surface fractionation acts in the same direction as KF, driving the degree of fractionation even lower. For example, when x is instead 1.05, the fractionation lies distinctly below the KF curve (Fig. 2, lower beaded curve) . In this case, the fractionation from y acts together with that from x, increasing the effect.
If x deviates further from unity, z need not be large for surface fractionation to have a large effect. For example, with middling values of z, the fractionation exceeds α S when x = 0.8 (Fig. 2, top curve) . And when x = 1.2, the surface fractionation may lie below the KF value by an amount nearly double the amount KF lies below the equilibrium value (Fig. 2, bottom curve) . In contrast, at low surface impedance, the fractionation remains close to the KF value even when the x value deviates 20 % from unity. 
Cylindrical crystals
We now make the model more realistic by considering crystals shaped as tabular or columnar cylinders. In addition to introducing the variable height/width ratio (aspect ratio), the cylinder case has two distinct faces, with the top/bottom, or "basal" face having fractionation value α B , and the side or "prism" face having value α P .
The formulas for α B and α P follow from Eq. (7) with the appropriate substitution; for example, for α B , we substitute z B for z and i z B for i z. Concerning z B and z P , the surface impedances equal the reciprocals of β B and β P , just as in the sphere case, but the vapor impedances are more complex, depending not only on crystal size, but also on shape and rate of shape change as discussed in Appendix A.
To determine values for α B,P , one must know the deposition coefficients, which means determining σ S . But with a nonspherical crystal such as the cylinder, σ S varies along the surface, so which σ S value determines β? The appropriate σ S value for β (in Eq. 10) is the point of highest σ S because this point determines the growth rate (e.g., Wood et al., 2001 ). This point is usually the edge of the facet (unless some face has essentially stopped growing, Nelson, 2001 ). Here, we assume this is the case for both the basal and prism facets. As a result, the σ S value solves
which is similar to Eq. (2).
To get the mass-averaged α, one multiplies each coefficient by the mass-uptake (flux times facet area) on the corresponding facets:
where γ ≡ β B /β P is the growth-rate ratio (Nelson and Baker, 1996) . For example, in steady-state, γ = , and thus 2/3 of the mass enters via the prism faces. But in general, a range of fractionation values can occur, depending on the crystal aspect ratio, the growth-rate ratio, and the fractionation to each face. The last factor depends on the ratios of the deposition coefficient functions x B ≡ β B / i β B and x P ≡ β P / i β P .
The results show that the crystal shape affects fractionation at high z, but mostly through the parameters x B and x P . For example, when z > 2.5 (all solid curves in Fig. 3 ), yet both facets have the same x ratio of 1.05, the fractionation coefficient is only slightly less than the sphere result -the sphere and cylinder results are nearly identical. This is shown by curve 1 in which = γ = 10. At larger , the fractionation coefficient decreases further, though the effect remains relatively small. Larger influences on α can occur when x B = x P . In particular, for steady-state growth (γ = ) with = 10, fractionation decreases when x P > x B (curve 2), even though their average still equals 1.05 because in steadystate, most mass enters through the prism face, which has an x P value of 1.1.
However, growth is rarely steady. Instead, deviates further and further from unity during growth (Takahashi et al., 1991) , meaning γ ≥ for columns and γ ≤ for plates. In the non-steady-state case of curve 3, most mass enters through the basal face, which has x B = 1.1, bringing the curve lower. Similarly, when most of the mass enters through the prism face and x P = 1.1, as in the tabular-crystal case in curve 4, then the fractionation coefficient is significantly below that of the sphere. These cases (2) (3) (4) show deviations in α below that of an equivalent sphere of x = 1.05 because the face with most of the mass uptake had x > 1.05. If instead they had x < 1.05, then the resulting α value would be above that of a sphere.
These cylinder results emphasize what we found with the sphere: when the surface impedance dominates, small changes in x can introduce relatively large variations in fractionation coefficient. For the cylinder, this applies to small changes in x on the facets that dominate growth. As the crystal shape itself has little influence on fractionation, this result should apply to polycrystals and any other crystal bound by facets.
Incompletely facetted crystals
Stellar and hollowed crystals are incompletely facetted, meaning that some of the mass uptake comes from nonfacetted (NF) regions. For this case, we need an extra term in Eq. (12): Fig. 3 . Fractionation coefficient 18 α for fully facetted cylindrical crystals at T = −20 • C. All cases had the same average x, the same volume (giving Z V = 300 for the equivalent sphere) and growth parameters σ 1 = 0.5 and n = 10 on the fastest-growing face (same as beaded curves in Fig. 2 ). Cases 1-3 are columnar crystals with = 10, whereas case 4 is a tabular crystal with = 0.1. Crystals in cases 1 & 2 grow under steady-state growth, whereas 3 & 4 grow with increasing shape anisotropy. For cases 2-4, switching values of x B and x P would yield curves above that shown for the sphere.
where M j stands for the fraction of mass uptake that occurs through face type "j " and α NF equals the fractionation coefficient for non-facetted regions. The latter coefficient should equal α in the limit β → 1, and thus nearly equal α KF . For stellar or dendritic crystals, it is hard to accurately estimate M P and M NF without newer, more careful measurements. I attempted such an estimate in Nelson (2005) , using the measurements of Takahashi et al. (1991) , and found that M NF varied between 0.77 and 0.87 for crystals between −13.3 and −16.8 • C. Thus, most of the mass uptake on such crystals occurs on the non-facet regions.
A similar difficulty occurs with hollowed columns, except the problem instead lies in estimating M B and M NF . However, if we assume that the hollowed regions are cylindrical cones extending to the crystal center, and if the volume of the hollows remain a fixed fraction K of the volume of the equivalent non-hollowed crystal, then the resulting mass-uptake fractions can be shown to equal
When the hollow extends across the entire basal face, K has its maximum value of 1/3. In this case, M B = 0 and the fraction of mass uptake by the non-facet region M NF has its maximum value, a value that depends on γ / . Using the measurements for hollow columns at −5.3 • C from Takahashi et al., 1991, γ / = 5.4 , giving M NF = 0.6. As the hollows did not appear to extend across the basal faces, this value may be an overestimate. Nevertheless, significant amounts of uptake likely occur in the non-facet regions of hollow columns.
Discussion
Is surface-kinetic fractionation consistent with Antarctic snow composition?
We typically measure the isotopic content by δ, the relative deviation of the fractional amount of isotope in ice from the SMOW (standard mean ocean water) standard (i.e., δX 
with individual data points varying from the relation by about ±7 ‰. (Other regions have a different relation. See e.g., Johnsen et al., 1989.) We now ask if the new surface-kinetic α is consistent with the above relation.
Here we follow the procedure in JM and show that α can be made consistent with Eq. (15) by finding a reasonable supersaturation-temperature curve. As in JM, assume a Rayleigh process in which ice crystals grow solely by vapor deposition. Specifically, as a parcel of air with vapor mixing ratio m v and temperature T cools and precipitates, the isotopic content of the new precipitate changes as (see e.g., JM, Salamantin et al., 2004) 
where a much smaller term (∝ dα/dT ) has been dropped. To determine a δ 18 O-T relation, one must integrate Eq. (16) along the condensation path from an initial temperature to a colder, final temperature, specifying the temperaturedependence of the supersaturation and air pressure. As in JM, we will assume the air parcel travels along a temperature inversion, beginning at −10 • C, gaining elevation and cooling as it moves inland such that (16) ranges from approximately 0.07 • C −1 at −10 • C to 0.12 • C −1 at −50 • C, being nearly independent of supersaturation. Given that 1 + δ ≈ 1, this means that, to give the slope of 0.8 ‰ • C −1 in Eq. (15), α −1 must decrease from about 0.017 to about 0.010 over the same temperature change. This decrease in α means that the supersaturation should increase, but at a rate that depends on the slope of α(σ ∞ ).
For the three cases considered, the fitted supersaturation curves lie below the liquid-water saturation value for all but the lowest temperatures (Fig. 4) . Such supersaturations represent averages over the growth of a crystal, and thus would occur when the crystals are initially surrounded by many droplets that later evaporate. Conversely, the supersaturation may be steady, yet contain little-to-no liquid water. With the KF kinetic-fractionation coefficient, the supersaturation curve in the figure is roughly one-half of the liquid-water value, which is consistent with the analysis in JM. But with the surface-kinetic fractionation curve for x = 0.95, the α value at a given σ ∞ is larger (see Fig. 2 ), which means that to have the same α value, the supersaturation value must be larger. Thus the curve for this case is higher. For the same reason, the supersaturation curve for x = 1.05 lies below that of the KF case.
These surface-kinetic examples α(σ ∞ ) represent idealizations; in general, the value of α will also vary depending on the degree of faceting, the crystal size, and any explicit temperature or supersaturation dependences of the surface parameters. Still, the examples help constrain the likely range of x. For example, of the two cases, x = 1.05 appears more consistent with observations than x = 0.95 for two reasons: (i) the large value of z, which was assumed, is unlikely at the high supersaturation needed in the x = 0.95 case (Fig. 1 shows z to decrease when σ ∞ increases), and (ii) the cloud supersaturation cannot exceed liquid-water saturation, as it does for the x = 0.95 case (and below the homogeneous freezing point at −40 • C, it must lie below liquid water saturation). Moreover, at Dome Fuji, where the mean annual temperature is about −55 • C, about 53 % of the precipitation is from diamond dust (Fujita and Abe, 2006), which likely grew at relatively low supersaturations. And the low supersaturations are consistent with the x = 1.05 case. Finally, the average supersaturation slope of the x = 1.05 case equals 0.0028 • C −1 , which is close to the slopes of 0.0038 and 0.0020 • C −1 that Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) used to fit surface data. Therefore, surface-kinetic fractionation is consistent with measured δ 18 O trends, and the analysis suggests that x ≥ 1. The surface-kinetic aspects of fractionation can add, or subtract, to the sensitivity that δ-values in precipitation have to supersaturation. To address how a variation in average supersaturation could, through the change in α during fractionation, produce scatter from the curve given by Eq. (15), notice that the predicted change will equal the change in temperature T g times the change in slope ( dδ/dT ) caused by the supersaturation change (neglecting other factors that may change α). Using Eq. (16) and setting 1 + δ to 1, this is
where the factor of 1000 arises from the conversion to ‰ units and the 0.67 from the conversion to ground temperature. The next factors T g σ represent the average variation in supersaturation for precipitation that fell to the ground over a distance that spans a ground-temperature change T g . As the δ 18 O data comes from snow that fell over a season or more, σ should be much less than liquid-water saturation (the maximum variation possible), and moreover should be smaller for larger T g . Reasonable values are T g = 10 • C and σ = 0.1. The last two factors in Eq. (17) depend on the α(σ ∞ ) curve: for x = 0.95, the product is 0.0016; for x = 1.05, the product is larger, at 0.0092; and for the KF curve, the value lies between the two surface-kinetic cases, at 0.0035. The resulting product gives variations in δ 18 O that range from 1.1 to 6.2 ‰, which are less than the observed variation (∼7 ‰). These observed variations in δ 18 O likely arise from a range of sources, not only supersaturation variations, so the analysis shows that surface-kinetic fractionation predicts scatter in ground-level δ 18 O that is consistent with observations. Finally, the two surface-kinetic examples here are based on the assumption that z is large, which is unlikely to hold over wide temperature-supersaturation regimes. Thus, unless the value of x is either larger than 1.05 or less than 0.95, the effects of surface-kinetic fractionation will deviate from the KF standard less than those analyzed here. So, within the current uncertainties of ice-crystal growth and the value of x, the predicted trends from surface-kinetic fractionation are consistent with observations of Antarctic snow composition.
The need for new measurements
As the previous section showed, having a surface-kinetic α value that differs from the presently used α KF means that the inferred cloud supersaturations σ ∞ (T ) (e.g., curve "KF" in Fig. 4 ) must be recalculated, but the empirical relation (Eq. 15) remains unchanged. Thus, if the empirical relation is used for a simple temperature reconstruction, then surfacekinetic fractionation changes nothing. However, a more reliable approach to past climate reconstruction involves numerous modeling considerations (see e.g., Sturm et al., 2010) , including estimating how the season, the climate, and the atmospheric circulation pattern would change the σ ∞ (T ) relation. As the surface-kinetic theory requires a change to the inferred supersaturations that may reach 20 % or more (Fig. 4) , such changes to the modeled σ ∞ (T ) relation would affect climate reconstructions with surface-kinetic fractionation. Thus, implications of the new α values on past climate reconstructions are potentially significant, but presently hard to judge.
But existing measurements of α are inconclusive. Previous vapor-to-ice fractionation experiments are limited to measurements of α on largely non-facetted crystals. Specifically, Jouzel and Merlivat (1984) exposed a −20 • C surface to water vapor at 20 • C, conditions that produce highly dendritic frost crystal forms. Later, Uemura et al. (2005) analyzed similarly dendritic frost forms. Thus, although those experiments were appropriate for testing the KF model, they cannot be used to understand surface-kinetic fractionation on largely facetted crystals. Instead, to test this model, we need new experiments on completely facetted crystals.
Moreover, because α depends on both T and σ ∞ , if we measure the dependence for both HDO and H 18 2 O, one could then, in principle, use observed δ 18 O and δD values to infer both the deposition temperature and supersaturation of an ice sample.
Conclusions
Unlike the kinetic-fractionation (KF) theory, the surfacekinetic theory includes potentially important surface processes on facetted ice crystals. When the surface impedance to growth is low, both the kinetic and surface-kinetic models give similar predictions, showing significant deviations to equilibrium fractionation at moderate-to-high supersaturations. In contrast, when the surface impedance is comparable to the vapor impedance, the fractionation coefficient depends sensitively on the ratio of the deposition coefficient functions for the ordinary and isotopologue water molecules, giving results that deviate sharply from kinetic fractionation results. Such conditions should hold during the growth of facetted crystals, and since facetted crystals are common in the atmosphere, the new theory should apply to some cases in which the KF theory has previously been used. However, before the new theory can be applied to the atmosphere, we need to either measure the effect directly or experimentally determine the relevant deposition coefficient functions over a range of temperatures and supersaturations.
Appendix A The vapor impedances
The vapor impedance depends on the crystal shape. For a spherical crystal
where r is the radius of the crystal. For a cylindrical crystal
and
where r B , r P , h BE , h PE are from Nelson, 2001 , with the following slight changes. Here r B = Z V (2/3 ) 1/3 /2 1/2 and r P = Z V (2/3 ) 1/3 1/2 are normalized sizes of the top-bottom (basal) and side (prism) faces, with the column length divided by its diameter. Physically, r B is the radius of a sphere having the same area as the basal faces of the cylinder, scaled by the distance 4D/v. For easier comparison to the spherical case, it is written in terms of Z V for a sphere of the same volume. Similarly, r P is the scaled radius of the sphere with the same area as the prism faces of the cylinder. The two h functions fit
(In Nelson, 2001 , the h values are half the above, but the product rh is unchanged). Wood et al. (2001) showed that the above basis functions h are very nearly the same as the corresponding basis functions for a hexagonal column of the same aspect ratio.
Appendix B Estimated range of x
Due to the complexity and unknown nature of the ice surface, one can make only crude estimates of the possible range of the deposition-coefficient ratio x. Now, each deposition coefficient β is a product of two factors: the probability that a water molecule (or water isotopologue) reaches a growth step after landing on the surface and the probability of incorporating into the crystal after reaching the step. Thus, as x is a ratio of the βs, we can consider x as the product of two ratio factors: one, the ratio of probabilities of reaching a growth step and two, the ratio of incorporation probabilities. Assuming, as is expected, that the deposition coefficients are much less than unity, we can equate the first factor to the ratio of surface migration distances (see e.g., Yokoyama and Kuroda, 1990) . The surface migration distance equals the square root of the surface diffusion constant times the mean surface residence time (Burton et al., 1951) . This diffusion constant should be inversely related to the molecular mass, as it is for gas-phase diffusion (e.g., Cappa et al., 2003) . Indeed, Livingston et al. (1997) found that the square root of the ratio of bulk diffusion constants of HDO and H 18 2 O into ordinary ice at 163 K equaled 1.3. Thus, if this surface-diffusion ratio dominated x, then we would expect x > 1. However, surface diffusion differs from bulk diffusion and the mean residence time could instead make x < 1 if the heavier molecule had the greater residence time.
In addition, this first factor could be highly temperature dependent. For example, measurements of the migration distance of ordinary water on the basal face of ice (Mason et al., 1963) indicated that it varied rapidly with temperature, decreasing by a factor of five when temperature decreased from −2 to −6 • C, and then increasing again by the same factor from −6 to −12 • C. If the corresponding curve for the isotopologue on regular ice is similar in shape, but shifted to higher temperature in accordance to the higher melting temperature of isotopic ice, then this factor could be as small as 0.2 or as large as 5.0. Such large deviations from unity, however, may be unlikely, and may apply only to the basal face -we have yet no corresponding measurements for the prism face of ice.
In contrast, given that the isotopologue differs from regular water, and that foreign molecules do not readily incorporate into bulk ice, we expect the second factor to produce x > 1, though the effect may be very small. Thus, the first factor probably dominates the behavior of x, and it may be either less than or greater than unity, but probably not by much. Here, we consider only the possible range 0.8 ≤ x ≤ 1.2.
Appendix C Analytic fit for surface impedance
According to Eqs. (3) and (10), Z S depends directly on σ S , a quantity we can know only indirectly. To estimate σ S , and thus Z S , we can apply root-finding methods to Eq. (2) . The result will depend on the other variables in the equation, namely the directly measurable quantities σ ∞ , T , and r, as well as surface parameters n and σ 1 . By using such a method, I found an approximate formula for Z S /Z V in terms of these other variables. Specifically, if we use the derived parameter
then the resulting fitted function is
−n/(n+1)+1/4
Log(1 + 1.5n n 2 /(n+1)+1/4 ) .
Equations (C1) and (C2) estimate 1 + z within 5 % of the exact value for the range of atmospherically possible values of n and , (i.e., 1 ≤ n ≤ 50, 10 −1 ≤ ≤ 10 5 ), but it applies only to crystal shapes approximated by a sphere (i.e., equiaxial, facetted crystals). The equations show that when σ 1 > σ ∞ and n is large, z → (σ ∞ /σ 1 ) −n Z −1 V , which becomes large. In contrast, z decreases as σ ∞ increases. Figure 1 shows both of these trends. Moreover, as Z V increases during growth, z will decrease. Finally, using Eq. (10), one can show that the reduction in supersaturation σ S /σ ∞ depends only on n and .
